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The recent Track fest was a special
event for our kindergarten students, as
they got to compete with their peers
from other campuses in various track
events. Children showed great
enthusiasm and sportsmanship,
cheering for their teammates and
opponents alike. They participated in
races, relays, hurdles and interesting
fun games. They displayed their
physical skills and agility. They also
received medals for their various
achievements. Children get to learn
how to follow rules, accept outcomes,
celebrate victories and learn from
mistakes. It’ll also develop a positive
attitude towards physical activity, and
also help identify children's
individuality and diversity by
acknowledging their strengths, interests
and needs. These values and attitudes
can help them succeed in  in life grow
up into a global citizen.

TIPS gives utmost importance to
manifest and encourage positive
learning environment in an
exclusive manner that Foster
children's confidence, self-esteem
and motivation in many ways’. The
Sports day is an example of such
events that celebrate and stimulate
learning, creativity, and social skills.
Sports activities and games are a
great way to engage children and
promote their physical and mental
development.  It helps children
build confidence, develop
leadership skills and nurture  
healthy competition. 



LEARNING CURVE
“I AM ALWAYS READY TO LEARN ALTHOUGH I DO NOT ALWAYS LIKE

BEING TAUGHT.” — WINSTON CHURCHILL
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Our little explorers were excited to learn the
difference between living and non-living
items. To project their understanding of
living things, they made colorful posters.
They showed keen interest in the current
topic. Young champs of TIPS excelled in
positioning the objects confidently and
demonstrated their critical thinking.

Experiencing and exploring through
senses is an important part of learning
strategy. Students in KG  were engaged
in exercises that involved smelling
different things and wearing blindfolds
to identify objects that help them
understand the value and significance
of taking care of their sense organs.

We started our new theme ‘Sharing the
planet’.Learning and thinking about
living things may be easy, but non-living
things are more abstract. Students
should be able to group living things
together to see the important
characteristics they share.



PARENT CHRONICLES
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We at TIPS, strongly believe that  overall
development of a child depends on the strong
bond  between the members of the learning
community -namely the teachers, parents and the
students. When all the three function in unison we
can create magic. Hence our parent community
are our biggest source of support. This month we
had parent of V.P. Haasini of KG 2 A narrate the
classic story of the Hare and the Tortoise using a
flip book. Our children thoroughly enjoyed the
session as it was interesting and interactive.         

The children listened to the story carefully till the
end. They were excited to see the Flip book, Each
one of them took turns to see the book. They did
retell the story in their own words. I felt really
happy to take a session and  share my views with
the tiny tots. They answered questions which
were posed to them during the story telling
session. I really enjoyed the entire experience.
Thank you to TIPS team for providing this
opportunity.

‘AT THE END OF THE DAY, THE MOST OVERWHELMING KEY TO A
CHILD’S SUCCESS IS THE POSITIVE INVOLVEMENT OF PARENTS’.

JANE .D. HULL.

P.Vaishnavi
(mother of Haasini)



 POCKET PHONICS

Kindergarten  is all about exploring how letters and
sounds work. Children learn to recognize the letters
of the alphabet, and they learn how to hear the
individual sounds in a word. When they put these
two things together—when they match letters with
their sounds—they’re learning phonics. After a year
filled with learning and fun, your child will be able to
read comfortably.
At TIPS Kindergarten phonics is taught in a
systematic way. Once our kids know the letters of
the alphabet and the sounds they stand for, then
they are ready to use them to read words and simple
sentences. Building strong phonics skills in the early
years of school is the key to your child becoming a
strong, independent reader.
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Phonics is,the best way to teach kids
to read. Why is it so effective?
Because phonics gives your child the
tools to read almost every word he or
she comes across. And that’s really
powerful.
How is phonics taught to children?
Phonics is best taught
systematically, starting with the
easiest elements and working up to
more challenging ones. For most
kids, it begins in kindergarten.



HEALTH  AND BEYOND
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"Being in good physical and mental health enables us to succeed in life and

fully enjoy it".  It is essential to have nutritious meals consistently to 

maintain physical and mental wellness. At TIPS, we offer a supportive

environment where students can learn about healthy eating practices by

participating in cooking activities and discovering new recipes. Making

"Hummus Balls" was one of the children’s most recent culinary endeavors.

The little chefs learnt how to make hummus balls, which helps them

strengthen their fine and gross motor skills by measuring, rolling, and

creating balls. Along with this, they were eager to discover the hummus

ball's nutritional value and health advantages.

At TIPS we incorporate brain gym into a well-rounded curriculum and used in

moderation. Additionally, the specific activities we choose are age-

appropriate and tailored to the needs and abilities of the children in the

classroom. Students enjoy while doing the brain gym and feel refreshed.



BUDDING INFLUENCR
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‘‘WE DO NOT LEARN FROM EXPERIENCE, WE LEARN FROM
REFLECTION ON EXPERIENCE.’’  

-JOHN DEWEY

Learning is meaningful only if we make
connections with our real life experiences.
As we inquired into how we use our senses
to explore the world around us children
reflected on their understanding of the
unit in various ways. They created models
of hard and soft things, brought different
things which had distinct smell, things
used to take of our sense organs and so
on. They explored their surroundings and
shared their understanding with their
peers. This helped to develop their
research, social and communication skills.

As we learnt about consonant blends it
was heartening to observe our students
bringing various materials from home
and identifying the blends that each of
them had. Some of them brought the
same material and ordered them by size
as they learnt the concept in Math.

‘’The more reflective you are, the more effective you are.’’
Pete Hall and Alisa Simeral



 POTPOURRI
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“THE MORE YOU PRAISE AND CELEBRATE YOUR LIFE, THE MORE
THERE IS IN LIFE TO CELEBRATE.” 

-OPRAH WINFREY

The TIPS faculty and students participated
in Onam celebrations at school, a harvest
festival celebrated in Kerala. Children
created a colorful flower Rangoli called a
"Pookalam" using petals of various colored
flowers that they brought from home. The
school's staff members worked together to
create the floral carpet. The enormous,
multicolored floral carpet that covered the
school's portico stood for tranquility,
prosperity and resource sharing, kinship
and love, and environmental preservation.

Hindi Diwas is celebrated every year on
14th September. To mark this occasion,
TIPS celebrated Hindi Diwas in a grand way
with a  great zeal and enthusiasm . Our
children enacted a skit in Hindi ,  recited
rhymes and gave speeches in Hindi, sang
songs and danced to some popular Hindi  
songs. Students exhibited their talents
through different mediums. Their effort was
appreciated by their peers, teachers and
the chief guests.

Another highlight was the Teachers Day event exemplifying the virtues of
cooperation, reverence, and thankfulness.Little ones celebrated
Janmashtami with a lot of fanfare. From birth until adulthood, various
images of life were shown in a presentation. 



 CANDID MEMORIES
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 CANDID MEMORIES
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 LOOKOUT NOTICE
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Reach out to us @
www.tipskovai.com

CHILDRENS DAY

NAVARATRI

WORLD
KINDNESS DAY

DIWALI

http://www.tipskovai.com/
http://www.tipskovai.com/
https://www.instagram.com/tipstatabadcbe/
https://www.youtube.com/@cbekgtipstatabad9674
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100094651628955

